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S.Korea Entry Restriction Regarding Corona Virus 
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To Chinese Passengers and Crews (Hongkong and Macau nationals are excluded) 

1. Depart from China, Hongkong and Macau 

Case 
With 

Korea entry Visa 

Without 

Korea entry Visa 

Visited or stayed in Hubei Province in China within the past 14 days X X 

Not visited or stayed in Hubei Province in China within the past 14 days   

① Directly enter to Korean mainland(including transit in S.Korea) O X 

② Transfer in another country and enter to Korean mainland(including 

transit in S.Korea) 

O X 

③ Directly enter to Jeju island(including transit in Jeju) O X 

④ Transfer in another country and enter to Jeju island(including transit 

in Jeju) 

O X 

⑤ Enter to/Transfer in S.Korea, and depart to U.S/Australia with 

U.S/Australian visa 

※ Exception to U.S/Australian citizen’s immediate family, permanent 

residents and permanent resident’s immediate family 

O X 

 

★ In all cases of allowed entry, they need to verify personal contact number and local residence 

address by filling out the quarantine form(attachment #1). The number should be their own number, 

and it’s not allowed to provide a number of friends, hotel, tour agency and etc. But, it’s possible for 

a married couple or a family to pass with one mobile number if they can prove their relationships 

with relevant documents (e.g. passport). 

The number should be contactable. If it’s impossible to contact to the written number at the 

immigration counter due to situations like not having a SIM card or roaming problem, the passenger 

is denied entry. 

And Korean quarantine mobile application needs to be downloaded upon arrival. Everyone needs 

to report their health conditions once a day for total 14 days through the app. Regarding how to 

download and use the app, refer to the attachment #2 and #3. If it’s hard to install the app, the 

self-diagnosis system is replaced with phone-call diagnosis conducted by quarantine officers once 

a day for 14 days. 

Health conditions need to be reported via either the app or phone call everyday. If it’s skipped 

more than once(from twice), positional tracking to the passenger commences. 

O : allowed, X : banned 
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2. Depart from another country except China, Hongkong and Macau 

Case 
With 

Korea entry Visa 

Without 

Korea entry Visa 

Visited or stayed in Hubei Province in China within the past 14 days X X 

Not visited or stayed in Hubei Province in China within the past 14 days   

① Directly enter to Korean mainland(including transit in S.Korea) O X 

② Transfer in another country and enter to Korean mainland(including 

transit in S.Korea) 

O X 

③ Directly enter to Jeju island(including transit in Jeju) O X 

④ Transfer in another country and enter to Jeju island(including transit 

in Jeju) 

O X 

⑤ Enter to/Transfer in S.Korea, and depart to U.S/Australia or vice 

versa with U.S/Australian visa  

※ Exception to U.S/Australian citizen’s immediate family, permanent 

residents and permanent resident’s immediate family 

O X 

 

  

O : allowed, X : banned 
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To non-Chinese Passengers and Crews 

(Hongkong and Macau nationals are applicable to this category) 

1. Depart from China, Hongkong and Macau 

Case 
With 

Korea entry Visa 

Without 

Korea entry Visa 

Visited or stayed in Hubei Province in China within the past 14 days X X 

Not visited or stayed in Hubei Province in China within the past 14 days 

Applied as usual 

① Directly enter to Korean mainland(including transit in S.Korea) 

② Transfer in another country and enter to Korean mainland(including 

transit in S.Korea) 

③ Directly enter to Jeju island(including transit in Jeju) 

④ Transfer in another country and enter to Jeju island(including transit 

in Jeju) 

⑤ Enter to/Transfer in S.Korea, and depart to U.S/Australia with 

U.S/Australian visa 

※ Exception to U.S/Australian citizen’s immediate family, permanent 

residents and permanent resident’s immediate family 

 

★ In all cases of allowed entry, they need to verify personal contact number and local residence 

address by filling out the quarantine form(attachment #1). The number should be their own number, 

and it’s not allowed to provide a number of friends, hotel, tour agency and etc. But, it’s possible for 

a married couple or a family to pass with one mobile number if they can prove their relationships 

with relevant documents (e.g. passport). 

The number should be contactable. If it’s impossible to contact to the written number at the 

immigration counter due to situations like not having a SIM card or roaming problem, the passenger 

is denied entry. 

And Korean quarantine mobile application needs to be downloaded upon arrival. Everyone needs 

to report their health conditions once a day for total 14 days through the app. Regarding how to 

download and use the app, refer to the attachment #2 and #3. If it’s hard to install the app, the 

self-diagnosis system is replaced with phone-call diagnosis conducted by quarantine officers once 

a day for 14 days. 

Health conditions need to be reported via either the app or phone call everyday. If it’s skipped 

more than once(from twice), positional tracking to the passenger commences. 

  

O : allowed, X : banned 
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2. Depart from another country except China, Hongkong and Macau 

Case 
With 

Korea entry Visa 

Without 

Korea entry Visa 

Visited or stayed in Hubei Province in China within the past 14 days X X 

Not visited or stayed in Hubei Province in China within the past 14 days 

Applied as usual 

① Directly enter to Korean mainland(including transit in S.Korea) 

② Transfer in another country and enter to Korean mainland(including 

transit in S.Korea) 

③ Directly enter to Jeju island(including transit in Jeju) 

④ Transfer in another country and enter to Jeju island(including transit 

in Jeju) 

⑤ Enter to/Transfer in S.Korea, and depart to U.S/Australia or vice 

versa with U.S/Australian visa 

※ Exception to U.S/Australian citizen’s immediate family, permanent 

residents and permanent resident’s immediate family 

 

  

O : allowed, X : banned 
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Attachment #1. Quarantine declaration form 
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Attachment #2. How to install the self-diagnosis mobile application 
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Attachment #3. Notification on the self-diagnosis mobile application 

 

 


